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There are some indications 
that the state of Florida 
may be the first state to 
undergo “Transformation.” 
Ken Malone is the 
Apostolic Coordinator for 
Florida in Peter Wagner’s 
U.S. Strategic Prayer 
Network and Director of 
Transformation Florida 
“monthly gatherings of 
churches, five-fold ministry 
leaders and intercessors . . . 
proven to be instrumental 
in moving the Church of 
Florida into her redemptive 
purpose as the 
‘Forerunner’ to the nation.’  
 
I ministered to a former 
Satanist in the seventies that 

Opening the Heavens in Florida 
In the Transformation Florida photo above, note Ken 
Malone with a raised index finger and his associate 

holding an upraised sword.  In his book, The 
Illuminati Formula Used to Create an Undetectable 
Total Mind Controlled Slave, Fritz Springmeier has 
informed us that “A raised forefinger or two raised 

forefingers while a speaker is talking means that the 
message is a Masonic message coming from a 

Masonic speaker.”  (49:380)  This hand signal alone 
would not identify Malone as an occultist, however, 
the raised sword is a telltale sign that a satanic ritual 
is in progress.  Traditionally wielded by sorcerers as 

an instrument of high magick endued with 
supernatural power, the sword is more specifically a 

magical weapon for conjuring evil spirits to inflict 
harm. http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
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pointed out to me that witches and Satanist were infiltrating churches. He revealed that during 
altar calls for salvation that the head Satanist leader stood up close to the altar, elevating both 
arms waving them back and forth. He explained that the raised forefinger or two raised 
forefingers; “This was a signal to the other infiltrating witches to pray because their 

territory was in danger.” Meanwhile the Christians 
were told bow your heads and close your eyes.    
 
STRATEGIC-LEVEL NEW AGE SORCERY 

Barbara Aho uncovered extremely 
significant information in her piece “The 
Transformation of America concerning Ken 
Malone and Chuck Pierce’s ritualism of 
“Opening up the Heavens over Florida.”  

Amazingly, she connected Chuck Pierce, 
the Vice President of Global Harvest 
Ministries in Colorado Springs, CO, 
President of Glory of Zion Ministries and a 
member of Peter Wagner’s Apostolic 
Council of Prophetic Elders with “[The 
Wildlands Project would mean] nothing 
less than a transformation of America from 

a place where 47 percent of the land is wilderness to an archipelago of 
human-inhabited islands surrounded by natural areas...” - William Grigg, 
"Sunset on the West?"1 

 It is very interesting that these “Christian Prophets” seem to be synchronized 
with the plans of the United Nations and use the very same terminologies that 
the far left politicians use. Yet, they claim to speak under the “anointing of the 
Holy Spirit.”  For instance Barbara quotes: 

Below is a portion of Chuck Pierce’s “word over Florida” at TRANSFORMATION 
AMERICA – Awaken the Nation, Thursday, PM (February 19, 2004): 

                                                           
1   William Grigg, "Sunset on the West? http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  

 
Chuck Pierce, member 

~ Peter Wagner’s 
Apostolic Council of 

Prophetic Elders 
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    “I am mounting up the waters of breakthrough 
for this nation. I have brought you here to this 
state because part of the mounting up of the 
waters is coming this hour from this particular 
state. I have gathered you together here 
because from this state you will cause the waters 
to rise again. Many will try to put their finger in this 
water just as the boy who tried to hold back the 
water stuck his finger in the dike, but I would say 
this water that is mounting over this nation cannot 
be stopped.2 
     

“There is a mounting enemy that is rising up at this time. Therefore I have drawn 
you together for a day such as this. In this place and at this time I will release an 
anointing that will cause the enemy that is mounting to become confused. The 
voice of the enemy will taunt, and taunt, and taunt again. The voice of the 
enemy will become very strong beginning in September through October. But 
even now that which you release in the heavens will begin to neutralize that 
which will come forth at harvest time.  

 
  “Harvest time is upon you, and because harvest time is mounting I must have a people 
with a harvest mind. I have brought you here to bring forth the first fruit of that harvest 
anointing, and to cause your mind to shift into a mind of increase. Many have come and 
said, ‘But the enemy has surrounded me and besieged me. I even feel like I am in a strait 
jacket.’ During these days I will unite that strait jacket and your hands will go free. 

 
    “Hear the sound as the waters mount up, for the waters are mounting and the wall that 
is being built against My righteousness is cracking. And within 22 months there will be 
floods across this land.”3 

Barbara makes note of the fact that Chuck Pierce postures as one who receives prophetic 
words from the Holy Spirit, but he could very well have been in communication with 

                                                           
2   Chuck Pierce’s “word over Florida” at TRANSFORMATION AMERICA – Awaken the Nation, Thursday, 
PM (February 19, 2004) 
3  ibid 
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occultists in high places who planned to unleash these 
terrible hurricanes in 2004 and 2005!  Based on Chuck 
Pierce’s top level information, we can expect hurricanes 
and other natural disasters through the year 2005 when 
the U.S. will be so devastated that the states designated to 
be “wildlands“ are turned over to FEMA. That would 
take us to Christmas of 2005 at which time the 

“Transformation of America“will begin in earnest. 4 

Barbara has a political savvy mind and it is incredible that she was able to connect these 
dots in such an accurate manner. I believe that her research is absolutely correct. It truly 
exposes these “Christian ministers” as being in the bed with high ranking governmental 
officials. They are change agents who are using magical thinking and are working their 
supernatural powers under another spirit to bring about the chaos of change. 

If you have noticed both political and religious change agents seem to be on a mysterious 
time table… They are rushing toward a goal that they have set for the fruition of their 
plans. Again, Barbara seems to hit it right on the head when she makes the following 
statement. 

“The timing of this transformation would also occur exactly seven years before the end of 
the Great Mayan Cycle in December of 2012, at which time the Earth will supposedly shift 
wiping out all forms of life. New Agers have been assured by the Spiritual Hierarchy from 
the star system Sirius that these highly evolved beings will intervene to assist in the 
evolution of mankind so as to avert this global catastrophe. The period December 2005 to 
December 2012, however, sounds more like the 7-year Tribulation Period after which the 
sorcerers on the earth will “devolve” rather than evolve!”5 

“But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, and 
whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the 
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death.” (Rev. 21:8)  

CHRISTIAN MYSTICS ~THE GATES OF HELL ~ THE STAR*GATES AND NEW BREED CHRISTIAN ~STAR WALKERS, 
NEW CHRISTIAN MYSTICS  

MITCH THE EVIL WITCH- A NATURAL DISASTER STORY 
I received a newsletter from Evangelist Norman Parish who had attended Peter Wagner’s 
Spiritual Warfare Conference that met in Guatemala. Brother Parish wondered why Spiritual 
                                                           
4   Ibid http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
5   Ibid, http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
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Warriors from around the world had gathered for a 
spiritual warfare conference; yet they seemed 
powerless to pray and destroy the hurricane called 
“Mitch.”  
 
Brother Parish noted, “During Peter Wagner’s 
Spiritual Warfare Conference,  “Opening the 
Heavens,  in Guatemala, Hurricane Mitch, (rotate 
the M, it becomes W and becomes the word Witch), 
Mitch became the evil witch for several day and 
stayed in the Guatemala City until the Conference 
was over before its trail of death.”6 
 
 THE ANGRY ANGEL OF THE WHIRLWIND  
After the “Opening the Heavens” conference 
ended, “Hurricane Mitch tripping over the 
mountains causing it a chaotic pathway of death.  
 
A news report describes it. “On October 22nd, 
Hurricane Mitch hit Honduras, Nicaragua, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Yucatan Peninsula and 
South Florida. Hurricane Mitch is known mainly 
for its demolishing, it was formed on October 22nd 
1998, and it became one of the strongest and 
deadliest Atlantic hurricanes ever recorded. 
 
“Now about the impact of hurricane Mitch it has 
killed deaths 3 in Panama, 7 in Costa Rica, 3 in 
Jamaica, 3,800 in Nicaragua, 6,500 in Honduras 
256 in Guatemala, 239 in El Salvador, 11 in Belize, 
9 in Mexico 2, in the United States and 31 offshore 

for a total of 11,000. As I said earlier on, there was $6-7 billion worth of damage. Many 
people were left without homes, but eventually got reunited with a shelter for time while 
construction workers rebuilt their new houses.” 

                                                           
6   Contact Pastor Norman Parish at: normanparish@hotmail.com 
 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1062626545&ref=ts 
 
Website: http://www.cmc-ministries.org/inicio2.html 

Peter Wagner 

The New Apostolic Reformation 

todd BentleY ~ SHEEKA BYE 
BYE ~BaM! ~c. Peter Wagner 

~chUcK Pierce  ~ neW ~ 

sPacY star gaZers ~ Planet 

soUnd Waves ~ oPening the 

flood gates to hell ~ age 

of aQUariUs ~     
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These hurricane reports seem more 
than just circumstantial evidence 
that these high level New Age 
wizards are magically “Opening the 
Heavens” and causing chaos to 
erupt. 
 
C. Peter Wagner and Ben F Gray 
wrote: “The New Apostolic 
Reformation is an extraordinary 
work of the Holy Spirit that is 
changing the shape of Christianity 
globally. It is truly a new day! The 
Church is changing. New names! 
New methods! New worship 
expressions. The Lord is 
establishing the foundations of the 

Church for the new millennium. This foundation is built upon Apostles and Prophets.  7 

WAGNER’S NEW AGE STAR GATE PLAN  

Should Christians be operating in these paranormal magical powers of investigating Portals, Star 
gates, Digging Well Portals? Can you see that they are, in fact, teaching “extra Bible doctrines?” 
Can you find Biblical authority that gives these so-called Christian charlatans to deceive the 
Body of Christ?  

Wagner, Pierce and his group called the New Christian Mystics belong to the New Age and 
certainly not Christianity. Yes, they do use some Christianity lingo and talk about scriptures, but 
it’s another gospel, using another spirit, another Jesus and the New Age Christ. 8 

“For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus, whom we have not preached, or if ye 
receive another spirit, which ye have not received, or another gospel, which ye have not 
accepted, ye might well bear with him,” 2 Cor. 11:4 KJV 

In physics, a wormhole is a hypothetical topological feature of space time that is essentially a 
'shortcut' through space and time. A wormhole has at least two mouths which are connected to a 
single throat.  
                                                           
7   C. Peter Wagner and Ben F Gray  
8  Peter Wagner ~Star Gates~ Synchromysticism~ the Wizards of the NEW AGE Christ ~ New Age Light of Lucifer 
http://www.patholliday.com  newsletters 

 

Going through magically 
opened wormhole to the 
“Third Heaven’s Gate.” 
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If the wormhole is traversable, matter can 'travel' from one mouth to the other by passing through 
the throat. While there is no observational evidence for wormholes, space times containing 
wormholes are known to be valid solutions in general relativity. This is the explanation in terms 
of Physics.  

However, New Age wizards and witches spiritually call it astral projection. 

Astral projection (or astral travel) is an esoteric 
interpretation of any form of out-of-body experience 
(OOBE) that assumes the existence of an "astral body" 
separate from the physical body and capable of 
travelling outside it.[1] Astral projection or travel 
denotes the astral body leaving the physical body to 
travel in the astral plane. 

The idea of astral travel is rooted in common 
worldwide religious accounts of the afterlife[2] in 
which the consciousness' or soul's journey or "ascent" 
is described in such terms as "an...out-of body 
experience, wherein the spiritual traveller leaves the 
physical body and travels in his/her subtle body (or 
dreambody or astral body) into ‘higher’ realms."[3] It is 
therefore associated with near death experiences and is 
also frequently reported as spontaneously experienced 

in association with sleep and dreams, illness,[4] surgical operations, drug experiences, sleep 
paralysis and forms of meditation.[5] 9 

The term wormhole was coined by the American theoretical physicist John Wheeler in 1957. 
However, according to Coleman and Korte, p.199 of 'Hermann Weyl's Raum - Zeit - Materie and 
a General Introduction to His Scientific Work', Hermann Weyl invented the idea of wormholes 
in 1921 in connection with his analysis of mass in terms of electromagnetic field energy. (Keep 
reading at the Wikipedia) 

SPIRITUAL ALCHEMY ~ HEAVENS GATE ~ Star gate ~ Wormhole  
 

                                                           

9   From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astral_projection  

Astral projection (or 
astral travel) 
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Jesus warned, “and many false prophets will appear and deceive many people,” Matthew 
24:11. 
 
Wagner’s teaching concerning opening star gates and entering Heaven’s Gate is demonic 
and dangerous; calling angels to come down to this side of the spiritual veil is horrifying 
hazardous since there are two categories’ of angels.  Not one of these new “apostles” knows 
what they are releasing when they invite these paranormal beings to enter into earth’s 
realms or, do they? On the other hand, Satan, using these men and women’s magical, 
greedy illusions due to powerful deceptions, these spiritual delusional activities will steal 
souls.  

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eP-

YGHNzuLI&feature=related  
 
Peter Wagner, a New Age believer, presenting his 
spiritual alchemy to the Body of Christ, says, “In 
this year to open the gates, (2009) one gate that 
we must swing wide is the gate of change. Most 
of us think that the gate is a physical place that 
will appear in front of you. However, the first 
gate we must go through is Heaven’s Gate! This 
is where we enter boldly into the Throne Room 
and receive super-abounding grace so we can 
leap through the place of the “new” in the 
earth!” 

Isn’t it strange that both President Obama and 
Peter Wagner seem to be on the same page of 
change targets, wealth and the State of 

Michigan? Obama took over the auto industry while Wagner “opened the star gate to the 
nations.” 

 

PORTALS, GATES AND MYSTICAL PARANORMAL POWER 

Psychics, New Agers, mediums, Satanists, those who follow the occult and spiritualists are 
seeking power. They are looking for supernatural ways to improve conditions of possessing 
greater power over the minds of the average human being. They are bringing an onslaught 
of counterfeit faiths, including the pursuit of witchcraft and Satanism.  Unfortunately, 
many Christians such as Peter Wagner and his NAR group have fallen under the spells of 

The astral spheres were 
thought to be planes of 

angelic existence 
intermediate between earth 

and heaven 
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these heretical methods and demonic 
paranormal beings they call angels and 
they are seeking a new strange celestial 
gods.  

Opening the Star Gate of 
Change to the Nations 

Peter Wagner speaks the following New Age 
plan to his NAR group. “We have just returned 
from "opening the West Gate" in Seattle. Oh 
my! These "Opening the Gate" gatherings are 
just incredible. Different regions in our nation 
have different anointing and callings. We at 
Global Harvest Ministries felt it was strategic 
to gather in the Northeastern area of our 
nation to cry out for the gates of Heaven and 
Earth to align. Knowing this will help unlock 
the ancient sounds and paths in this nation 
that will produce wealth and dominion for the 
future generations, we would like to invite you 
to join us in Dearborn, Michigan for what we 
are calling Opening the Gate of Change to the 
Nations. Dearborn has the largest population 
of Muslims outside of the Middle East. 
Therefore, we will be there to pray and 
prophesy to the nations!” 

 
Wagner continues; “This is a year to open the gates. Most of us think that the gate is a physical place 
that will appear in front of you. However, the first gate we must go through is Heaven's Gate! This is 
where we enter boldly into the Throne Room and receive super-abounding grace so we can leap 
through the place of the "new" in the earth! Consequently, on July 24-26, 2008 we will be convening a 
gathering in Dearborn to open the gate of change to realign the nations. Speakers include Peter 
Wagner, Chuck Pierce, Barbara Yoder, Pat Francis, and Cindy Jacobs. 

 
Wagner’s New Age heresy resumes, “In this year to open the gates, one gate that we must 

swing wide is the gate of change. One can hardly turn on the news without hearing change used like a 
buzzword for what will save this nation. As the Body of Christ, we do not seek change for the sake of 
change, but so that God's presence can manifest in a new way. The declarations and worship that we 

 
WAGNER OPENING STAR 

GATES 
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release literally change the atmosphere 
around us. Detroit is a key city with a 
distinct sound and expression that 
influences the very heart of our nation. 
This Metroplex also exemplifies a 
convergence of cultures and nations. 

 
“While we are together, we want to 

unlock the winds from the North. 
Biblically, the north wind is an awakening 
wind. We also know that in addition to 
being quickened, you need to be 
strengthened to go through the 
gates. Therefore, we will have personal 
ministry to help you advance. So come 
with a mind and heart to:  

What is the significance of Wagner 
calling the “North Wind?” 

• In Greek mythology, Boreas 
was the god of the north wind and 
bringer of cold winter air.[1] 

• Pentagram Symbol used in Witchcraft. Represents the elements, earth, wind, fire 
and water with the spirit surrounding them. 

Wagner goes on to state: 

• Understand the changing Church and how the Kingdom will advance!  

• Understand wealth strategies as we connect Earth with Heaven and release Kingdom 
strategies of increase!  

Receive revelation that will cause you to think critically in critical times! (the Mind War)  

• See how the iniquities in your blood resist change! (the Blood War)  

• Pray in a way to reorder your day and the atmosphere around you. (the Time War)  

• Determine how the Lampstand of your region is burning! (the Presence and Glory War)  

• Understand the Wealth and Power Wars that are occurring in the earth as NATIONS Realign!  

• Receive a new strength to keep praying and prophesying until the harvest is secured! 

•  

In Greek mythology, Boreas was the god of 
the north wind and bringer of cold winter 
air.[1] 

 

Rape of Oreithyia by Boreas. Detail from an 
Apulian red-figure oinoche, 360 BC 
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Finally Wagner concludes his strange New Age announcement: “Barbara Yoder and the 
Shekinah Christian Church will be helping us host this gathering which will be held at the Ford 

Performing Arts Center in Dearborn. We will 
begin on Thursday night at 7:00 PM, meet all day 
Friday, and conclude on Saturday by noon. If you 
register by July 3, the cost is $50/person or 
$75/married couple. You can register by going 
here or by calling (888) 965-1099. Groups of 10 or 
more (registering at the same time) can attend 
for $40 per person by calling our toll-free 
number. This conference will also be available 
over the internet for those who cannot attend in 
person. Visit conferences for more details.” 
 
I never thought that I’d see the day when 
“Christian ministers” would charge people to get 
into a meeting. However, all the Third Wave 

Ministers are doing it.  “For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil, for which some have strayed 
from the faith in their greediness, and pierced themselves through with many sorrows,” (1Tim 6:10). 
 

What we are witnessing in this strange New Age fire revival (Kundalini snake demons) is a 
blasphemous tragedy. It’s a black mark on the Christian Church, an embarrassment 
initiated by extremist, delusionary, unruly thugs; representing a deluded message to the 
world that Christians are crazy. Is there any Pentecostal leadership left that will get some 
back bone, stand up and stop these demon possessed hoodlums from disgracing the 
Holiness, sanctity and trampling on the blood of Jesus? 10 

MAGICAL THEURGY 
 
In order to understand exactly what the “The Third Wave” ministers are doing, you have 
to listen to their occult loaded language and their use of occult symbols.  
 
In his book, Truth about Ritual Magick, Donald Tyson explains the function of the sword 
in high magic or theurgy: 
 

                                                           
10   Ibid, http://www.patholliday.com 

 

Kundalini Power 
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• Supernatural or divine intervention. Religion the supposed intervention of supernatural 
or divine powers in human affairs. 

• Persuading supernatural to intervene. Religion the art of trying to secure intervention of 
supernatural or divine powers in human affairs. 

• Magic performed for good. Paranormal magic with alleged help of benevolent spirits, as 
practiced by neo-Platonists. 

 
 “The four suits of the Tarot are Wands, Cups, Swords, and Pentacles ... 

 “Swords ... correspond ... to the warrior 
class or nobility of medieval society ... 
 “Less useful, but still necessary for high 

magic or theurgy which involves chaotic spirits, is 
the sword.  
 This is similar in its functioning to the 

wand, but whereas the wand has a neutral nature, 
the sword is overtly offensive, projecting power to 
dominate and hurt ...  
 It is considered acceptable to procure a 

short sword, or long knife, and after thoroughly 
purifying it, consecrate it by anointing and prayer 
to its magical purpose.” 11 
 
In his Sept. 8, 2004 USSPN newsletter, Malone used 
Chuck Pierce’s term “breakthrough” in reference to 
the upcoming transformation of Florida:12 

 
“THE TRANSFORMATION OF FLORIDA began as a prophetic word from the Lord. That 
His Presence will hover over entire regions, cities, churches, businesses, factories schools, 
homes, and government offices to release an unprecedented revival with book of Acts 
proportions. In many cities throughout Florida, God has released the beginning stages of this 
revival and harvest. Florida is on the verge of breakthrough.” 13 
 
 
 
“TRANSFORMATION” AND “BREAKTHROUGH” ARE OCCULT TERMS. They are 
never used in Scripture. For instance, Whitley Streiber’s bestselling book, Communion, is an 

                                                           
11   (Llewellyn Encyclopedia) http://www.shvoong.com/exact-sciences/197537-mitch-evil-witch-natural-disaster  
12   Ibid, http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
13  Whitley Streiber’s best selling book, Communion, 
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account of his abduction by aliens, i.e. astral travel and possession by evil spirits. The sequels to 
Communion are titled: Breakthrough: The Next Step (1996) and Transformation: The 
Breakthrough (1997).14 
 
“BREAKTHROUGH” AND “TRANSFORMATION” are the terms used to describe the final 
stages on the path to occult illumination. Breakthrough means that contact with spirit entities has 
been achieved, leading to personal “transformation”, in other words, possession by evil spirits: 
 
“New Age Dominican priest Matthew Fox calls [Deitrich] Eckhart his favorite mystic and 
claims to actually communicate with this dead monk. Fox wrote a book called ‘Meditations 
with Meister Eckhart”: A Centering Book’ for all those daring to make the mystical, spiritual 
journey ... Fox quotes Eckhart as saying there is a four-fold path to God, the last being something 
‘deep’ called ‘breakthrough’, where one begins to hear voices.” (24:156).15 
 

This rendering of Acts 11:18 misinterpret God’s Word so 
that the verse could be applied to the global 
transformation that will be taking place under the 
auspices of a world government. Parenthetically, since 
Lord Maitreya (the false Christ) has yet to make his 
appearance, and knowing how the occult uses runes, codes 
and cryptograms to deceive the masses while they 
inform the initiated, we figure “Maitreya“ is an acronym 
rather than an individual. Perhaps “MAITREYA“ stands for 
something on the order of: “AYE, Rule of the Templars I 

AM,” revealing that the Knights Templar will be enforcing the mandates of the Antichrist for 
global transformation.16 
 
In his September newsletter, the Director of Transformation Florida, Ken Malone, wrote 
about the “transformation” of Polk County where he lives: “Within a month of each other, 
hurricanes Charley and Frances have left Florida in with what newscasters are calling the one-
two punch. This one-two punch has left us with homes, businesses, churches, and schools with 
much devastation. The Citrus Industry was especially hit very hard and will be a loss to many 
families and those in the citrus business. 17 
 

                                                           
14   Ibid, http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
15   “New Age Dominican priest Matthew Fox calls [Deitrich] Eckhart, ‘Meditations with Meister Eckhart” 
16   ibid 
17   Director of Transformation Florida, Ken Malone, wrote about the “transformation” of Polk County 
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Actually these hurricanes made a perfect upside-down cross that stretched from the Gulf of 
Mexico to the Atlantic Ocean; from the bottom tip of Florida to the northern state border.  
(Which criss-crossed in Polk County).” 
 
MORE ABOUT THE NORTHWIND 
 
Barbara Oho goes on to discern the power of the winds, “Chaotic spirits are, expressly identified 
as “evil winds” which “emanate” from the heavenlies to penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere: 
“Chaotic spirits, known as k’asal ik’ob ’evil winds/emanations’ penetrate the various levels and 
divisions of the universe. Some of these enter the Human, Earth or Sky dimensions from beyond, 
others are raised, summoned, emanated or generated by the ill will of the incarnate living. 
Without fixed form, abode, purpose or character, these chaotic spirits accumulate, wreak havoc, 
weaken, sicken and destroy the incarnate living. Left unchecked these forces will ultimately 
destroy the fabric of the universe itself. Chaotic spirits are typically identified and cast out of 
time and space with all due haste by all but the most self-deluded practitioners of evil.” (Maya 
Glyphs). 18 
 

In other words, these self-deluded sorcerers believe they are 
“casting out” chaotic spirits, but they are in fact summoning 
more of these devils, Malone noted that the point where 
Hurricanes Charley and Frances intersected was in Polk 
County, FL. Three weeks after Frances, on Sept. 26, 
Hurricane Jeanne also passed through Polk County. The 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said this 
is the first time that three hurricanes have hit the same 
county in one season since it began keeping records in 
1890. . . . The paths of the hurricanes formed either a 5 or 
6-Pointed Star! (The most powerful symbol in witchcraft.  
 

DOES THIS SOUND LIKE JESUS OPENED THE HEAVENS OR COULD IT BE THE 
ANGEL IN THE WHIRLWIND IS BEING CONJURED BY SO-CALLED CHRISTIAN 
WITCHES AND WIZARDS)? 
 
The website of Transformation Florida features a photo of the “Opening the Heavens Worship 
Gathering” in which Malone and an associate appear to be performing as wizards “opening the 
heavens” with a sword. In witchcraft, a sword functions as a magic wand. Considering that 

                                                           
18   Ibid, http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
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Hurricane Jeanne struck Florida on the 
day this conference closed, on September 
25, the image is most disturbing.19 
 
Jer. 48:2, “There shall be no more 
praise of Moab: in Heshbon they have 
devised evil against it; come, and let us 
cut it off from being a nation. Also 
thou shalt be cut down, O Madmen; 
the sword shall pursue thee,” KJV 
 
“For rebellion is as the sin of 
witchcraft, and stubbornness is as 
iniquity and idolatry. Because thou 
hast rejected the word of the Lord, he 
hath also rejected thee from being 
king.” 1 Sam. 15:23 KJV 
 
Jude 15-19, -- “To execute judgment 
upon all, and to convince all that are 
ungodly among them of all their 
ungodly deeds which they have 
ungodly committed, and of all their 
hard speeches which ungodly sinners 
have spoken against him. 16 These are 
murmurers, complainers, walking 
after their own lusts; and their mouth 

speaketh great swelling words, having men's persons in admiration because of advantage. 
17 But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken before of the apostles of our 
Lord Jesus Christ; 18 How that they told you there should be mockers in the last time, who 
should walk after their own ungodly lusts. 19 These be they who separate themselves, 
sensual, having not the Spirit.” KJV 
 
In the Transformation Florida photo on his web site, note Ken Malone with a raised index finger 
and his associate holding an upraised sword. In his book, The Illuminati Formula Used to Create 
an Undetectable Total Mind Controlled Slave, Fritz Springmeier has informed us that “A raised 
forefinger or two raised forefingers while a speaker is talking means that the message is a 
Masonic message coming from a Masonic speaker.” (49:380) This hand signal alone would not 

                                                           
19   http://watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
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identify Malone as an occultist, however, the 
raised sword is a telltale sign that a satanic 
ritual is in progress. Traditionally wielded by 
sorceress as an instrument of high magick 
endued with supernatural power, the sword is 
more specifically a magical weapon for 
conjuring evil spirits to inflict harm.20 
 
Furthermore, Barbara states: “From what we 
have been able to ascertain, the reason the 
sword possesses magical powers is because, 
when it is upraised, it becomes an inverted 
cross and also a phallic symbol. “An 
Overview of Satanic Symbols” places the 
inverted cross/sword at the top of the list of 
geometric figures having satanic symbolism.21 
 
SHAMAN 
Barbara continues to bravely uncover these 
sages, “...identify or manipulate the effects 
which events in other worlds may have upon 

the human community and vice versa. This placement entails curing, divination, spirit possession 
and other ritual activities designed to identify disturbances and restore harmony among the 
distinct parts and inhabitants of the universe (Eliade 1964).” (Maya Glyphs).22 
 
THE NEW AGE PLAN 
The Christian Church has slept through the great occult witchcraft revival of the seventies, 
eighties, nineties and two thousand. 
 
Communion with God is a participation in eternal life by grace through by faith. Such 
communion is not achieved by imagination, visualizations, solitude, or mystical formulas. To 
purport any other communion with God apart from grace through faith is to attempt to overthrow 
the Gospel. False teachers have attempted to supplant the Gospel by seducing multitudes with 
plethora of doctrines that can damn their souls for eternity. 

                                                           
20   Ibid 
21   ibid 
22   The Merovingian Signature of the Hurricanes, Part 2, THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICA, By Barbara 
Aho,   http://www.watch.pair.com/hurricanes-2.html  
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The Apostle Paul was absolutely amazed when he returned to the Galatian Church to find 
those people that he had taught about Jesus totally bewitched. He asked them, (Gal. 3:1), 
"O foolish Galatians, WHO hath bewitched you, that ye should not obey the truth, before 
whose eyes Jesus Christ hath been evidently set forth, crucified among you?" Paul saw that 
these Christians were being led blindly and unresistingly onto their own destruction. That 
is, foolish for having yielded to the influence of the false teachers, and for having embraced 
their lies. 
OOLISH CHRISTIANS TRANSFORMIORLD 
They had shown it in a remarkable manner in rejecting the doctrine of the apostles, and in 
embracing the errors into which they had fallen. The Bereans Commended: "These were 
more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word with all readiness of 
mind, and searched the scriptures daily, whether those things were so," (Acts 17:11).  
 
The Apostle Paul also warns God's people of the dangers of seeking extra-biblical answers 
to their problems in (Eph. 3:1,2,3), "Wherein in time past ye walked according to the 
course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now 
worketh in the children of disobedience: Among whom also we all had our conversation in 
times past in the lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh and of the mind; and 
were by nature the children of wrath, even as others." 
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Pat Holliday Page  

Pat has spent several decades in selfless effort to help people not only in the USA 
but other nations too. 

She has spent her life helping people to find Jesus Christ as Savior, Lord, and 
Deliverer. 

Please help Pat today, in any way you can. 
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